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‘The Great Outdoors’ 

 

We will be focusing on all 

aspects of children’s physical 

and mental health and 

wellbeing and supporting 

them to be independent in 

their own self-care 

                      Week 2- Clouds 
Observe and comment on the shapes they see in 

the clouds using a cloud viewer 

Chalk cloud drawings 

Celebrate our achievements using our ‘Proud clouds’ 

Manipulating cloud dough to form shapes using 

moulds 

Take part in ‘30 days’ wild challenge’ activities and 

record on our Nursery wall chart 

 

  Week 1- Sticks, Stones & Pine Cones 

Exploring friendship and differences through 

the story ‘Stick and Stone’. 

Playing in a small group, initiating play and 

extending play ideas in our Pine cone café. 

Creating natural art- wild mobile, nature 

collage by combining and joining objects.  

Painting pebbles using one-handed tools. 

Drawing pre writing shapes with sticks. 

  

 

 

 

 

              Week 3- Mud  
Moving in a variety of ways across a barefoot 

sensory walk      

Mixing mud and materials to make a birds nest 

Developing imaginative play in the mud pie kitchen 

Stuck in the Mud gross motor game using number 

dice to support one to one counting to five. 

   

                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Week 4- Wildflowers & Leaves 
Small world imaginative story telling in the 

magical fairy garden 

Making lavender scented play dough 

Scattering wildflower seeds to take care of 

bees and insects in the Nursery garden 

Using cutting skills to make nature crowns 

Flower potion making 

Making repeating patterns with natural 

materials 

 
 

           Week 5- Water 
Make our own small world rockpool  

Jumping and splashing in puddles with wellies 

Explore melting and freezing with iceboats 

Watercolour painting outdoors 

Exploring rhythm and rhyme using instruments to 

‘Pitter Patter Raindrops’ 

Rain cloud shaving foam experiment to explore 

mixing colours 

 

 

                                             

            Week 6- Nature’s Picnic 
Teddy bears picnic- making own sandwich using one-handed 

tools and equipment. 

Join in with repeated refrains in the story and create a 

story map to retell the story to a friend. 

Create an ‘’All about me’’ picture for our new teacher’s in 

Reception 

Write some letters in our name on our picnic name card  
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